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                                 Abstract

   Tectonic implications of  crustal  and  subcrustal  earthquakes  in Sovthwest Japan are  discussed in

.relatien to the  faulting activity  along  thc Mgdian  Tectonic Line (MTL). . .

   Activity,of small  crustal  eart.hquakes  is high around  the  active,segment  ofthe  MTL,  and,  the MTL
formsj in el broad sense, a  b6undary between the  seismically  active  area  .on the southcrn  side  and  the

aseismic  area  on  the  northern  side. As theSe  small  earthqUakes.releake  only  small  fractions of  ac'cuL'

mulated  strain  energy,  a  quiet zone  of  historical earthquakes  aPpeairing  aroUnd  the actiye  segment  of

the  MTL  should  be recognized  as'a  seismicity  gap indicating a  likely site  of  future ,large earthquakes･

   The  shapg  gfthe underthrusting  slab  of  the Philippine Sea plate,has been derived from･distributions
ofsubcmstal  earthquakes,  high velocity  layeF and  high-Q. zone  ahd  seems  to be closely  related  to recent

faulting activity  alorig  the  MTL.  Spatial relations  show  that  (1) 
'around

 the  active  segment  of  the

MTL  on  the  leading edge,  the  lower tip of the  underthrusting  slab  $till remains  in the  outer  side 
'of

thc MTL  but (2) around  the segments  oflow  activity  the  leading edge  extends  to the inner side  ac;oss

thc  MTL.  This is explained  in terms of  the  decoupling of  the  outer  continental  block from the

inner onle  along  the MTL.

             Introduedon
                           '

  Inland'from  the  zone  of  convergence
    ･

1 ,
betweep the Asian and  the  Philippine Sea

plates runs  the  Median  Tectonic Line, sirpplY

referfed  qs MTL  in this paper, on  which

recent  strike-slip  movements  in right-lateral

sense  have  been proposed  first by  KANEKo

(1966) ahd  later surveyed  in detail in Shi-

koku and  the  western  Kii Peninsula (OKADA,                      '             ''1968;
 l970; 197.3. . ; ,1980 ,in thg  present volurlie;

HumA  and  OKtDA,  1973; OKADA  and
                               tt t

,SANGAwA,  l976 etc.).  , 
'

  Acgording to his.terical records  fbr about

I,OOO years, there  have occurred  .no des-
  tt t
tructive  earthquake  directly indicating fault

breaks along  the  MTL.  This absence  of

earthquakes  had  prevented s¢ ismologists for

many  years' from recognizing  the  potential
danger and  tectonic  significance  of  the  MTL.

*
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Geologists and  geomorphologists have dis-

covered  recent  high activity  along  the MTL              '                    '
sipce  the  latter half of  196Q's ,al)d suggested

that  the  absence  of  earthquakes  might  predict
the  potentia] danger of  future earthquakes

instead pfsafety.  . .

  Sinqe the latter half qf 1960's, microearth-

quake observations  have been carried  6ut
widely  in Southwest Japan by many  univer-

sitie's, and  defined the  outline  of  seismic

activity.  Researc.h on  active  faults, includ-

ing the MTL,  has indicated ,the tectonip

significance  of  the' distribution Pattern of

garthquakes, and  led to detections of  ap-

parent spatial  relations  between active  faults
and  zones  of  high seismicity.  The  spatial

relation  has been pointed out  for the  MTL
in the  western  Ki{ Peninsula (KANAMoRi
and  TsuMvRA, 1971,; HuziTA  et.aL,  1973)

and  in eastern  Shikoku (S4wAMuRA and

KiMuRA, I971; KoNoMi, 1976; OKANo  et  al.,

l978). Densely  distributed microearthquake
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observation  stations  have enabled  us  to de-

termine  fault plane solutions  of  small  earth-

quakes which  represent  the  nature  of  re-

gional tectonic  stress  around  the  MTL  (SHi-
oNo,  1970, 1973; KiMuRA  and  OKANo, 1977
etc.).

  On  the other  hand, investigations on  the

source  mechanisms  of  the  great earthquakes

aleng  the  Nankai trough  (FiTcH and  SaHoLz,

1971; KANAMoRi,  1972b; ANDo,  1975) and

on  suberustal  garthquakes distributed widely

under  the  Outer Zone  ef  Southwest Japan
(SmoNo, 1970; 1973; 1974; 1977; K.ANA-

MoRi  and  TsuMuRA,  1971; MizouE,  1977

etc.)  have outlined  the  present state  of  plate
convergencg  aleng  the Nankai trough  in a

framewerk of  global tectonics.

  These investigations have deepened our

understanding  of  present-state tectonics  ar-

ound  the MTL  in both  local and  global
sense.  The  purposes of  this present paper
are  to summarize  the  natures  of  seismic

activity  and  tectonic  stress  around  the

MTL  and  to present a  simple  model  ex-

plaining the  basic features of  recent  faulting

activity  along  the  MTL  in terms  of  the un-

derthrusting of  the  Philippine Sea plate.

  AIthough  the  MTL  has a  complex  history

of  faulting since  its generation at  least in

the  Late  Mesozoic (see IaHiKAwA, 1980, in
the  present volume),  the present paper pays
speciaL  attention  to the  foIIowing two  fea-

tures as  basic characteristics  ef  recent  acti-

v'i ty ;

  I) Although the  MTL  as  a  geologic
boundary extends  for mere  than  800 km

long from  Chubu  District to Kyushu  separat-

ing Southwest  Japan into the  Inner and  the

Outer  Zones, recent  movements  are  con-

fined within  the  central  segment  about

250 km  Iong from the  western  Kii Peninsual

to central  Shikoku (see Fi.cr. 1 and  OKADA,

1980, in the  present volume  for example).

  2) Recent  movements  yield an  average

SHIONO

rate  of  right-lateral  slip  about  5-IOmm!yr
in ccntral  Shikoku (OKADA, 1970) and  about

1-2.8mm/yr  in the western  Kii Peninsula

(OKADA ancl  SANGAwA,  1976). Although

the slip  rate  suggests  that  faulting along

the  active  segment  of  the  MTL  is most  active

among  active  faults in Japan (see MATsuDA,

1975; 1976), it should  be also  noted  that  the

rate  is lower by about  one  order  of  magni-

tude  than  the  conVergence  rate  along  the

Nankai trough  of  3.34.3 cmfyr  proposed by

SENo (1978).

       Historical  Earthquakes

  Historica! records  on  destructive earth-

quakes in Japan date back to A.D. 415 ancl
have been compilcd  widely  (MusHA, l951;
Imperial Earthquake  Investigation Com-

rnittee, 1904 and  1973;Us4Mi,  1975). Fig.1

shows  epicenters  compiled  by  UsAMI (1978)
for destructive earthquakes  of  magnitude

7.e and  greater. Earthquakes  were  not

necessarily  sampled  uniformly  in both space

and  time  because of  unequal  distribution of

culture  and  because of  imcomplete collec-

tion  ef  historical documents. This may  be

responsible  for apparent  low seismicity  ar-

ound  Kyushu. However, it may  be rea-

sonable  to consider  that  earthquak ¢ s of

magnitudes  7.0 and  greater were  sampled

correctly  to some  extent  in Chugoku,  Shikoku,

Kinki and  Chubu  Districts for the  Iast

1,OOO years. .

  As Fig.1  shows,  the most  clear  feature

is a  series  of  great earthquakes  of  magni-

tude  around  8.0 along  the  Nankai trough.

The  Iast two  occurrences  were  the  1944

Tonankai and  the  l946 Nankaido  earth-

quakes, which  have  been studied  in detail
and  interpreted to represent  the  underthru-

sting  of  the Philippine Sea plate (FiTcH and

ScHoLz, 1971; KANAMoRi,  I972; ANDe,

1975). .

  Many  earthquakes  have occurred  inland,
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too. Among  them,  the  l891 Nobi (Mino-
Owari) earthquake  had  the  greatest magni-

ttide of  8.4. Although the  historical records

before the  beginning  of  academic  seismology

in 1880's reported  the  occurrence  and  the

eflbcts  of  destructive earthquakes  in various

manners,  it is only  two' earthquakes  such

as  the 1847 Zenkoji and  the 1854 Iga-Ueno

earthquakes  that  left momumental  surface

breaks and  documents indicating directiy the

appearance  of  surface  faults (see MATusDA

et  al., 1976). Since 1880's, extensive  field

surveys  have been carried  out  around  the

source  regions,  but there  have  occurred  ,no

earthquakes  that  indicated faulting along  the

MTL.

  We  can  see  in Fig. I that  five earthquakes

occurred  around  the  MTL  in 1649, 1749,

157
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 Distribution of  historical large earthquakes  of  magnituaes  7.0 and  greater; After UsAMi  (1978).
 Numeral  indicates the  year of  occurrence  of  the  earthquake  referred  to  in the  text. The  1968

 Bungo  Channel  earthquake  of  magnitude  6.6 is shown  by  a  clQsed  circle.  The  MTL  is shown  by

 a  solid  line. The MTL  as.a  geological boundary, continues  to the  Utsuki-Yatsushiro 1ine (U-Y)
 in Kyushu.  I-S; Itoigawa-Shizuoka line. The Locations of  the  Shiraki and  Inuyama Micro-

 earthquake  Observatories are  shewn  by cross  marks  labeiled SHK  and  INU,  respectively.

1854, l945 and  1952. However,  the  1945

Mikawa  earthquake  has been  considered

to result  from the thrusting  of  the

Fukezu fault which  runs  in the north-south

direction about  20km  north  of  the  MTL

(TsuyA, I946; IiDA and  SAKABE, 1972;
ANDo,  1973)., The  1952 Yeshino  earth-

qUake occurred  at  depth of  70 km, suggest-

ing that  the earthquake  represented  the

subcrustal  seismicity  discussed later. Three

earthquakes  around  Iyonada, west  part of

Seto Inland Sca, may  be interpreted tQ re-

pres'ent the subcrustal  earthquakes  from

an  analogical  inferrence of  facts that  (1)
the  1968 Bungo  Channel  earthquake,  which

may  be considered  to belQng to a  series  of

destructive earthquakes  in the region,  oc-

curred  at  depth of  abQut  45kin (SmoNo
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and  MmuMoj  1975) and  that  (2) present
seismicity  is extremely  low in the crust  but
active,  in subcrustal  dept.hs' of  40-100km

 (SmoNo and  MAsAoKA,  l978). 
'

  Even  if',the abQve  five earthquakes  are

taken  into consideration,  it is apparent  that' 
'

a  quiet zone  of  destructive earthquakes

appears.around  the  active  segment  of  the･

MTL  ,from the'western  Kii Peninsula to

centrai  Shikoku (see Fig. 1). SmMAzAKi

(1976) has calculated  seismic  energy  re-

leased 'by historical earthqinakes  for the  last

fbur hundred years in Sou.thWest Japan ,and
has shgwn  that energy  greater than  that 6f
the  1891 Nobi  earthquake  seems  to be stored

in this  seismicity  gap.      /

      
.1
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  Microearthquake obser"ation  networks

have been operated  in the  Kii Peninsula since
l964  by the  Wakayama  Microearthquake

Observatary, Earthquake,  Research  Insti-

tute  of  the'University  of'Tokyo  and,  in cen-  
'

tral Shikoku since  1967 by the Koghi Earth-

quake Observatory  of  Kochi  University, and

in eastern  Shikoku sine,e  I975 by the  Toku-

shima  Microearthquake Observatory of･Kyo-

to'UniversityL  The  observational  results  have

been ･reported in a･serie's  of  pmakayama-
Bisho-Jishin-Kdnsokusho-Ki'ho (g2paaternatJ, Re-

pott of' Wlakay'ama Ml"croearthguake Observat

tov)),,Ropert of the Kochi Earthguake Observa-
toty, KoNoMi  (I976), OKANo  et al. (1978) and

othersL  
･
 .The present writer  additionall'y  car:

ried  out-temporary  observations  at  Hashi-

moto  HMT･  in･ the  central  Kii Peninsula

(SmoNo, l978･a,b) and  at  the  Sada-Misaki

Peninsula I'Y[J in western  Shikbku (Sm-
oNo  and  MAsAoKA,  1978). The  results  of

mi6roearthquake  observations  are  summari-

zed  in Figs. 2 and  3 in a  simplified  manner.

As the  figures represent  seismicity  only  for

short･.periods,  details should  be referred  to

sHroNo

,theaboverenorts.  .          i

2 Crustalearthquakes  ,1

  Although  no  destTuctive historical ea;th-

qttake occurred  around  the  active  segment

of  the' MTL,  qctivity of  small  and  mitro-

earthquakes  is high, especially  in the western

Kii Peninsula (see Figs. 2 and  3). , 1/

 ,, KANAMpRi  
'and

 TsuMuRA,,(l971) first men-

ti6ned  explic.itly  the  faet''that the  MTL
forms a boundary between seismically  active

area  on  the',sorithern side  and  aseismic  qrea
on  the northern  side  ip' the  western  Kii Pen-

insula. The  feature can  be clearly  seen  in

Fig. 3a, which  gives the hypecentral dis-
tribution  in the  vertical,sectig,n.'  Extr6rr}ely

high  activity  of  small  eaithquakes  has been
interpreted, independently, in terms  of  i'the
existence  of  weak  materials  (KANAMoRi pnd
TsuMuRA, i971s KANAMoRi, 197,2a), IQcal

stress  6oncentijation around  the corner  bor-

dered by  the  MTL  and  the  presumed  Kii

thrust  striking  in the nerth-south  direction

(HuziTA et al., 1973) and  densely distri-

buted small  scale  fau!t systems. (MizouE
and  NAKAMuRA,  l975, 1976)..

  SAwAMuRA  and  KiMuRA(I971), KoNoMi

(1976) and  OKANo  et  al.(1978)  have shown

the similar  feature in eastern  and  central

Shikoku., The  contrast  of  seisthicity  be-

tween  the  riorthern and  southern  sides  can

be･clear]y recognized,  although  crustal earth-

quakes  spread  out  over  the  who]e  area  south

of  the MTL  and  are  not  so  sharplY  bounded

as  in-the case  of  the western  Kii Peninsula

(see Figsj 2a and  3b>. 
'
 ,.

 . KisHiMoTo  et  al.(1977)  have.'classified the

spatial  relation-  between  seismically  active

area  and  active  faults in Southwest  Japan
into fbur groups as  fbllows; 

'
 .'

  (a) Linear alignment  of  earthquakes  runs

along  the aetive'  fault (e.g. the Yamasaki,･

the  Mitoke and  the Atotsugawa faul,tsi):
'
 (b) Linear alignment  of  earthquakes  ap-

pears within  the  aftershock  zone  of  a  Iarge
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Fig. 2.
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earthquake  (e.g. the  Yoshioka-Shikano fault

of  the 1943 Tottori earthquake,  the Gomura

fault of  the  1927 North Tango  earthqUake

and  the  Fukuj earthquake  fault of  the  1948

Fukui earthquake).

  (c) Active faults ferm a  boundary between

seismical]y  active  and  aseismic  areas,  (e.g.
the Arima-Takatsuki Tectonic Line, the  Ha-

-40N-

E

i'

/1-

'[

  i3IOE-Distribution

 of  eavthquakes  wath  focal depths 1ess than  25 km  (above) and  greater than  25 km  .

(below) areund  the MTL.  Focal coordinates  of earthquakes  which  Qccurred  areund.the  Kii
Peninsula, Shikeku and  Iyonada are  taken  from the  Qftaternary Ropert of PVlrthayama Microeartfiguake
Observato[pt, the Roport of the Kbchi Earthevdee Observatorv and  SHioNo  &  MAsAeKA  (1978), reSpet-

tively. , Note  thht  eirthqualces  which  oeeurrea  in diftrent periods  are  compiled  as'shown  in the

upper  side  of  the figure. The  MTL  segments  of  high and  low activity  are  shown  by soljd  and

broken lines, respectively.  HMT  and  IW  show  lecations of  temporal  microearthquake observa-

tion  stations  referred  to in the  text.

naore-Katada  fault, the  Yanagase fault･ and

possibly the  Neodani fau]t>.;

  (d) Others  (e.g. the Atera fault without

seismicity  and  the  MTL  of  wh'ich  relation

to seismicity  is unknoWn).  .

  As inentioned･ above,  it is clear  that  the

active  segment  of  the  MTL  forms a  boun-

dary between the seiSmically  active  area  on
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the southern  side  and  aseismic  area  in  the

northern  side  when  we  ignore low seismicity

around  the  northern  Kii Channel. The

relation  may  be classified  into a  group (c) of

KismMoTo  et al.(1977)'s  classification,  as

long as  the active  segment  is' concerned.

  On  the other  hand, seismicity  is very  low

around  the low  active  segments  of  the MTL

such  as  in the  central  and  eastern  Kii Penin-

sula  and  in'westem  Shikoku. Low  seis-

micity  in the central  Kii Peninsula has been
supported  by  NAKAMuRA  and  Koizum  (1975)
and  SmoNo  (1978a,b). Frequency distri-

bution of  S-P times  observed  at  HMT  sug-

gests low seismicity  within  distances of  20 km

from HMT  (see Fig.4a). LoW  seismicity  of

crustal  earthquakes  around  Iyonada  and

Bungo  Channel  has also  been supported  by
a  temporary  observation  at  IW  (SHioNo

60km

                      [ookm'Man,i76-Mar,;76't'temporal-IVJ)

Distribution of  hypocenters in vertical  sections  for earthquakes  which  oecurred  in the  area  enclesed

 by  solid  lines in the  figure of  upper  left side.  (a) the  western  Kii Peninsula (section A-A'), (b)
 eastern  Shikoku (section B-B') and  (c) Iyonada (section C-C'). Data  seurces  are  as  same  as  in

 the case  of  Fig.2, but earthquakes  with  magintudes  less than  2,O are  includcd. Sections A-A:

 and  B-B' are  nearly  normal  to the  strike  ofthe  MTL.

and  MAsAoKA,  1978). Low  seismicity  within

distances of  40  km  from  ,IYIJ is apparent  in

Fig. 4b  which  gives firequency distribution

ef  S-P times  observed  at  IYJ and  in Fig. 3c

which  gives the hypocenter distribution in
                   '
avertical  section.  

'

  In conclusion,  the  feature' of  seismic  acti-

vity  around  the MTL  is simply  summarized

as  fo11ows;

  1. Around  
'the

 active segment  of  the

  MTL  from the  western  Kii Peninsula te

  central  Shikeku, the  MTL  forms, in a

  broad sense,  a  boundary between  the

  seismically  active area  en  the  southern

  side  and  the  asiemic  area  on  the  northern

  side.

  2. Around  the segments  of  low faulting

  activity,  crustal  sei$micity  is very  Iow.

  This feature of  small  earthquakes,con`
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               S-P  TIME

 Fig.  4. Frequency  distributien of  S-P tirnes observed

       at  HMT  (a) and  at  IYJ  (b). Note  that

       earthquakes  with  S-P times  less than  3 sec  at

       HMT  and  less than 5 sec  at  IY J are  almost

       absent.  Peaks around  3-4 sec  in (a) and

       around  5-6 sec  in (b) correspond  te crustal

       seismicity  around  the  eastside  of  Wakayama

       City and  to subcrustal  seismicity  beneath

       IYJ, respectively.  Locations of  stations

       HMT  and  IY:j are  given in Fig. 2.

trasts with  that  of  destructive earthquakes

as  shown  in Fig. !, which  suggests  that a

quiet zone  of  destructive earthquakes  ap-

pears around  the active  segment  of  the  MTL.

However  the  activity  of  small  earthquakes

eould release  only  small  portions ef  tectonic

strain  accumulated  around  the  active  seg-

ment  of  the  MTL,  because most  of  these'

earthquakes  have magnitudes  smaller  than

5.0. According to the  Ragional Cketalague of
Ettrthguakes in and,' near  JaPan (l961-1970)'

published by the  JApAN METEOROLOGICAL

AGNEcy  (l972), only  three  crustal  earth-

quakes had magnitudes  equal  to or  greater
than  5.0 (two of  M5.0  and  one  of  M5.2) in

the  region  of  longitudes 133-1360  E  by lati-

tudes  33-350 N  for ten  years from 1961 to

1970. NAKAMuRA  (1976) determined the

locations of  the  hypocenters and  magnitudes

for the earthquakes  which  were  reperted  as

"Felt"
 by Wakayama  Meteorelogical Ob.

servatory  for eleven  years frorn 1965 to l975,

by using  data from Wakayama  Micro-

earthquake  Observatory and  its satellite

stations.  The  earthquakes  of  magnitudes

4.8,,5.1 and  5.3 were  greatest among  the

crustal  earthquakes  that occurred  around

Wakayaiua. T;he roport  of the Koahi Ekerth-

guake Observatorp shows  that  three  earthquakes

of  magnitudes  4.0, 4.1 and  4.2 were  greatest
among  crustal  earthquakes  that  occurred

in the whole  area  of  Shikoku for ten  
'years

from 1967  to 1976. This  suggests  that  it

may  be hardly acceptable  even  for earth-

quakes of  magnitude  5.0 to occur  once  a

year around  the active  segment  of  the  MTL.

Even if it were  the  case,  the total fbr

1,OOO years would  be less than  one  tenth

of  seismic  energy  which  will  be released  by

an  earthquake  of  magnitude  8.0 which  has

been usually  considered  by MATsuDA  (l975),
SHiMAzAKi (1977) and  others  to occur  owing

to faulting along  the active  segment  of  the

MTL.

  Therefore, it is impossible to consider  that

the quiet zone  of  destructive earthquakeS

would  appear,  because the accumulated

strain  has been released  fragmentally by

the activity  of  these  $mall  crustal  earthqua-

k¢ s. The  observational  fact that tectonic

creep  has not  yet found  on  the  active  fault

trace  along  the  MTL  (OKADA, 1973) also

denies this possibility. OKADA  (l973; 1978),

MATsuDA  (l975), SmMAzAKi  (1977) and

others  have repeatedly  given warning  of
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this da.ngeri so'the  quiet zone  should  thus  be
recognized  as  a  seismiCity  gap indicating a

likely site of  future large earthquakes.

3 Subcrustalearthquakes  .

･ Fig. 5 shows  the distribution of  hypocen-    'ters
 with  depths ranging  from 40 to 250 km

which.were  deterlnined by the Japan Me-
teorological  Agency during the period from
1961 to 1970..This inclicates high activity

of  subcrustal  earthquakes  around  .Iyonada,
                      '

 

 

 
t

, P,.

 Fig. 5. Epieentral distributien of  subcrustal  earth-

       quakes with  focal dcpths greater than  40 km.

       given by the  JApAN METEoRoLoGIcAL

       AGENcy  (1972) for years 1961-197e. Sym-

       bols indicatirig epicentcrs  shoW  depth rariges

       of  hypocenters as  giveri in the  inset. Con-

       tours rep;esent  average  deptks of  hypo-

       c.enters  modified  frorn MizouE (1977).
            '      '                    '

the  Kii Channel  and  southern  Chubu  Dis-

trict. Including the intermittent zones  of

relatively  low  activities,  the  earthquakes

form a  ･narrow  belt of  seismicity  with  focal

depths shallower  than  100km.  This active

be!t with  a  convex  notch  around  the Kii

Channel  strikes  approximately  parallel to

the axis  of  the Nankai troUgh,  and.  changes

its general trend. southwestward  under  Kyu-

shu  wkh  an  increase in the depth of  its lower

rim  down  to about  200km,  and  continues

to  the  Benioff･ zone  developed under'the

Ryukyu  arc  (see KATsuMATA and  SyKEs,
1969; SmoNo'et  ai., I979). Routine  and

temporary  microearthquake  obsetvations  have'

revealed  the  details of  this activity.

SHIONO

  As,Fig.  3 shows,  the  subcrus!al  earth-

quakes  are  spatially  separated  from ctuStal

ones,  and  tend  to occur  arounq  planes dipp-

ing north-  or  northwesttvard･  (see KANAMoRT
         t /t
and  TsuMuRA, 1971s NAKAMuRA  et  al., 1974;

OKANo  
'et

 al., !978; SHioNo and  MAsAoKA,

1978 etc.).  aonteurs  in Fig. 5 gives average

depths of  hypocenters modified  from IMi-
zoue  (1977) who  has presentecl the  depth

contour  of  the  activity  by referring  to,the

results  of  microearthquake  obs6rvations.

  In spatial  relation  to the  MTL,  the  follow-

ing features are  apparent  in Figs. 2b,and  5s

  1. Around  the  active  segment  ,of the
                    '
  MTL,  subcrustal  earthquakes  occur  only

  on  the  southern  side' 6f' the  MTL. . 
,

  2. Around  the low active,'segments  of

  the MTL,  the earthquakes  cxteqd nor-

  thward  across  the  MTL.  ./ 
･

                         '

  
[I'he eontrast  is remarkable  especiall/  with-

in the  Kii Peninsula. ,The features[ ill be

discussed later with  relation  to the  under-

thrusting  sl,ab of  the Philippine Sea, plate.
              '

     Tectonic Stress ar6und  MTL          '                             '  '                                      tt
IData  , ,                      '

  The  direetion of  the  tectenic  stress  can  be

estimated  to some  extent  in the seismic  region

frorn the  analyses  of  radiation  Patterns of

seismic  waves  i.e. fault plane solutions.  Geo-

detic measurements  and  in situ stress  me-

surements  also  provide data on'tectonic

stress.  Figs. 6 and  7 summarize  the  results

of  fault plane solution  surveys  for major

a'nd  small  earthquakes,  respectively,  on  the

basis of  data provided by many  seismologists

including the  wr.iter  (see SmoNQ,  1973,

I977)'.. ,Strictly speaking,  the  P- and  T-

axes  which  are  defined as the centers  of'

quadrants  of  dilatational and  compressidnal,

initial P-motions  in the  fault plane solution,

respectively,  may  deflect in some  degree

from the  axes  of  tectonic  stress  bccause of

the  efie'cts  Qf  local stress  concentration,  the
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Results ef fault plane solutidn

surveys  for major  earthquakes  in
Southwest Japan compiled  from
various  references  (sec SmoNo,
l977). Simplified mechanism  dia-

grams represent  Iower hemispheres

projected in Wulff's grid. The

epep  and  shaded  quadrants of  the

diagrams show  dilatational alrid

compressional  ones  whose  centers

are  dcfined as  the  P- and  TLaexs,

respectively.  (a) Crustal earth-

quakes. Distribution ofthe  P-axis

is given, The  T-axis is given, ex.
ceptionally,  for a  normal  faulting

earthquake  No.34. (b) Subcrustal
earthquakes.  The  T-axis is given.
Earth quakes around  Izu Penninsula

are  also  plotted although  the  focal

depths are  shallower  than  30km.

The  axes  are  not  given for earth-

quakes Nos. 51--55 because the  axes

plunge at  angles  steeper  than  450.

The  dotted line gives the horizontal

proiection of  the 
'leading

 edge  of

the  underthrusting  Philippine Sea

plate. (c) Earthquakes  along  the

Nankai trough  and  in Hyuganada.
Arrows  give  directions of  slip  vectors

of  the  oceanic  block. The  T-axis

is given, exceptionally,  for a  normal

faulting earthquake  No.  5.
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internal frictien of  rock  and  pre-existing
fault system  (see NisHmA  et ad., 1974  fbr

example).  However, it has been usually

accepted  as  a  reasonable  idea that  the direc-

tion  of  the  P- and  T-axes approximately

indicate the axes  of  regional  tectonic stress

as  long as  the  average  directions are  con-

cerned  instead of  the  individual directigns

of  the P- and  T-axes.

2 Crustalstress

  Fig. 6a suggests  that  the  P-axes are  nearly

oriented  in the east-west  direction. The

similar  feature is more  obvious  for smaller

earthquakes  as  shown  in Fig. 7a. SmoNo

(1970) has presented many  fault plane solu-

tions for small  earthquakes  in the  western

Kii Peninsula and  has shown  that  the average

･direction of  the  P-axes lies horizontally in

N  le50 E. Cemposite  radiation  patterns of

P-waves and  fault plane solutions  for small

earthquakes  in Shikoku  suggest  that  the

P-axes are  roughly  oriented  in the  east-west

(SAwAMuRA and  KiMuRA,  1971; S}{ioNo,

1973; KiMuRA  and  OKANo,  l977).

  Another  interesting feature of  fault plane
solutions  for crustal  earthquakes  around  the

Kii Peninsula and  Shikoku is that  the  types

6f fault plane solutions  indicate strike  slip

faulting, reverse  faulting and  combination

'of
 both types  without  eornponent  of  normal

faulting (see Si{ioNo 1970; l973; 1977;

MizouE  and  NAKAMuRA,  
'1976).

 
FI"his'im-

plies that  this type  of  tectonic  stress  may  be

compressive  and  not  extensive.

  On  the  other  hand, NAKANE  (1973) has

calculated  the  distribution of  long-term

crustal  strain  without  the eflbcts  of  large

earthquakes  on  the  basis of  data from  first-

order  retriangulation  surveys.  The  axes  of

maximum  contraction  are  ori.ented  in the

northwest-southeast  around  the Kii Penin-

sula  and  Shikoku. The  results  of  in situ

stress  measurement  carried  out  at  Okuyo-

shino  in the  central  Kii Peninsula has sug-

SHIONO

 gested that  the  axis  of  maximum  compres-

 sive  stress  lies in the northwest-southeast,

 consisting  with  the  result  of  NAKANE  (1973)
 (ITo et al., I976). .

   These  evidence  consistently  suggest  that

 the  tectonic  compressive  stress  now  acts'in

 the  direction ranging  from the east-west  to

 the  northwest-southeast  around  the  MTL.

 This stress  state  is consistent  with  right-

 lateral strike-slip  faulting along  the  MTL.

 3 Stress in subcrustal  depths .

   Figs. 6b and  7b indicate that  subcrustal

 earthquakes  occur  in a  significantly  diflerent

 situation  from the case  of  crustal  ones.  As

 Figs. 7b  and  8 show,  the  inclination angles

 of  the  P-axes vary  in a  wide  range,  and  the

 axes  do  not  cluster  around  any  characteristic

 direction, but are  distributed weakly  around

 a  plane striking  northwestward.  The  P-

 axes  of  small  earthquakes  are  also  oriented

 roughly  in the  direction ranging  from the

 north-south  to the  nerthwest-southeast,  but

the inclination angles  vary  over  a  considerably

wide  range  and  many  axes  dip steeply.over

45e (see Fig. 7b). ･
'
 On  the other  hand, it is appqrent  in Figs.6b

and  8 that  the T-axes are  nearly  horizontal

with  the  azimuths  ranging  from  east-west  to

the  northeast-southwest  and  are  roughly

parallel to the  axis  of  the  Nankai  trough.

A  similar  feature has been  neticed  for small

earthquakes  in' the western  Kii Peninsula

and  in southern  Chubu  District (SHioNo,
1970; OomA  and  ITo, 1974),

  Subcrustal earthquakes  are charaeterized

by another  significant  feature in that  the

component  of  normal  faulting predominates.
As  the  simplified  mechanism  diagrams in'

Fig. 6b show,  the types  of  faulting are  of

strike-slip  faulting, normal  faulting and  a

cornbination  of  both types.  The  predomi-  
-

nance  of  normal  faulting component  is re-

markable,  especially  around  Iyonada  and

the  Kii Channel.
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Fig. 7.-

Fig. 8.

  1340 

Distribution of  the  P-axes for smal1  crusta]

boundary is assumed  to ]ie 25 km  deep.

x

                            (a) and  subcrustal  (b) earthquakes,  of  which  depth
                          The axes  of  earthquakes  in the  northern  Kinki District,
in the  eastern  Kinki and  Chubu  Districts, and  in the  western  Kii Peninsula and  Shikoku are  taken

from NismDA (1973), OomA  and  ITo (1974) and  SHioNo  (l973), respectively.  The  directions

of  the  P-axes are  not  shown  in the  case  that  the  axes  plunge at  angles  steeper  than  45e (circle with-

out  a  bar).

O  P axis

           s

Distributions of  the  P- and  T-axes on  thc

lower hemisphere prejected on  the Wulff's

grid for major  subcrustal  earthquakes  located

in the regions  from Iyonada  to southern

Chubu  District. Index numbers  correspond

to those  in･Fig. 6.

 AIthough  SmoNo  and  MiKuMo  (1975)
and  SHieNo (1977) have discussed the tecto-

nic  origin  of  stress  generating the earthquakes

with  special  interest in systematic  align-

ment  of  the T-axes, the  features of  subcru-

stal  earthquakes  may  be explained  also  by

another  simple  model  as fo11ows;

  Assume a  Cartesian coordinate  with  the

vertical  z-axis  and  the  north  or  northwestward

trending  x-axis  in a  semi-infinite  body  with

a  surface  at  z=O.  If both sides  of  the  body

normal  to the  x  and.7-axes  are  constrained,

s£ress  cQmponents  in a  static  condition  applied

Qnly  by  the  eflbct  of  gravitational loading

of  materials  below the  surface  z=O  can  be

expressed  as;

     o:  =  aal(m-1)

     oy  ==  ax/(m-1)

     a. =-  ilp(z)g(z)dz
where  a.,  apt, 

'a.,
 m,  p(z) and  g(z) give x,",

z  components  of  principal stress, poisson's
number  (1/poisson's ratio),  density and  gravi-
tational  accerelation,  respectively.  As  long

as  the materials  behave eiastically  at  least to

some  extent,  m  is greater than  2.

  When  constant  compressive  stress  a  is

given in the x-direction,  total stress'be-

comes;

     ax  ==  a.f(m-1)+a

     ay  ==  a.!(m-1)+o!m

     ax 
=

 aE.

As we  consider  the stress state in subcrustal

depths, we  may  assume  that  the the loading

o.  becomes large enough  to exceed  av  or
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o/(m-2).  If so, apt is always  identical to

the minimum  cornpressive  stress  ff3. This
explains  the  systeuaatic  alignment  of  the

T-axes.               tt
                /

  The  .m4ximum  compressive.stress  ai

changes  

'from
 o.  to a.  below the  depth of

o,==(nz-1)al(m-2).  We  can  expect  the

occurrencq  of  snike-slip  ahd  normal  faulting

earthquakes  above  and  below the critical

depth, respectively.  If the critical  depth

lies around  40-50km  deep, we  can  expect

the  co-existence  of  both types  of  earthquakes

and  vafiety  ofincHnation  angles  ofthe  P-axes.

  Thus, the basic features of  subcrustal  earth-

quakes can  be at  least tentatively exp]ained

by above  simple  model  assuming  only  gravi-
tational  loading and  uni-axial  tectonic  stress.

This supports  an  idea that  subcrustal  earth-

quakes may  be generated by tectonic  stress

4cting in the direction ranging  from the

north-seuth  to the  nbrthwest-southeast.  It

may  be reasonable  to consider  that  the tec-

tonic stress  originates  from the  underthrust-

ing of  the  Philippine Sea plate because the

direction is roughly  parallel to the  relative

motion  between the  Asian and  the Philippine

Sea plates, as  KANAMoRi  (1972b) first pro-

posed.
                          

tt

   Underthru$ting  of  the  Philippine

              Sea'Plate '

  Underthrusting of  the Philippine Sea plate
has been presumed chiefly  based on  the

following evidence;  
'

'
 1. Nature  of  great earthquakes  along

     the  Nankai trough

  2. Existence of  subcrustal  earthquakes

     corresponding  to the B.enioff zone

  3. Existence ofhigh  velocity  and  high-9

     layer.

  The  shape  of  the  underthrusting  slab  has

been outlined  on  the  basis of  distribution of

subcrustal･  earthquakes,  travel time analyses

and  attenuation  of'seismic  waves.

$HIQNO'

1 Great  earthquakes  aleng  the  Nankai

   trough  ･
                         '

  Great earthquakes  with  magnitude..around

8.0 have'repeat'edly occurred  along  the

Nankai trough  (see Fig. 1). Source me-

chanisms  of  the  1944 Tonankai  arid  thg  1946

Nankaido earthquakes  have convin.cirigly

suggested  that  the  earthquakes  arose  frQm

the elastic  rebound  of  the  centinental  margin

forced down  by the  underthrusting  Philippine

Sea plate, similar  to the  case  of  great earth-

quakes along  the  trenches  in･ other  island

arcs  (FiTcH and  ScHoLz, 1971; KANA-

MoRi,  1972b; ANDo, 1975 etc.;  see  the  me-

chanisrn  diagrams ofearthquakes  Nos. 1 and

2 in Fig.5c). The  underthrusting  is also

supported'  by fatilt plane solutions  of  smaller

earthquakes  along  the Nankai trough and

in Hyuganada  consistently  indicating low-

angled  thrusting  (see,Fig. 5c; KATsuMATA

and  SyKEs, 1969; FiTaH,.l972; SmoNo,
1977; SmoNo  et al., 1979). '

2 Subczarstalearrthquakes  .

  The  facts that (1) subcrustal  earthquakes

occur  within  a  thin  zone  dipping north-  or

northwestward,  (2),the activity  continues

to the well-developed  Benioff zone  under

Kyushu  and  Ryukyu  and  (3) the  earth-

quakes  are  generated bY tectonic  stress  in

the  dir¢ ction  ranging  from the, north-sou,th

t6 the northwest-southeast  eonyincihgly  sup-

port an  idea that  the subcrustal  earthquakes

represent  the result  of  thg  interaction be-

tween  the  continental  Asian plate and  the

underthrusting  PhilipPine Sea plate around

the  interface, aS  pointed out  first'by KANA-
MoRi  (1972b) in the  Kii Peninsula. Ac)
cording  to this line ef  thinking,  the'qbsence

of  earthquakes  deeper than  100 km  suggests

that  the leading edge,  or  the  lower tip,,･of

the  underthrusting  slab  still remains  within

the  continental  plate and  does not  pene-
trate deeply into the  asthenosphere.  This

idea enables  us  to outline  the  shape  of  the
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underthrusting  slab  from the  distribution of

subcrustal  earthquakes.  , ･

3 The  high velocity  layer and  the

   high-Qzone  ,

  Generally, the  underthrusting  slab  has

been characterized  as the' layer with  high

velocity  and  high-Q chiefly  because the

temperature  is Iower in the  slab  than  in

the  surrounding  upper  mantle.  Existerice

of  high velocity  layer and  high-Qzone  under

Southwest Japan has been confirmed  by
the  analyses  of  travel  times  and  the at-

tenuation  of  seismic  waves.  
'

  KANAMoRi  and  TsuMuRA  (l97I) 
'have,

observed  precursory seismic  waves  
'fr6m'

seismograph  readings  at  a  station  in the

eastern  Kii Peninsula for the' earthquakes
                          '
which  occurred  in the  westeicn  Kii Peninsula

and  they  suggested  the  existence  of  a  high

velocity  layer beneath the  Kii Peninsula.

MizouE  (1977) has identified the later seis-

mic  phase observed  in the  Kii Penirisula as  a

wave  refracted  from the  plane dipping north-

westward  under,the  southern  Kii Penin-

sula.  OiKE,.and KiMuRA  (personal corn-

munication)  have suggested  that'initial  P-

waVes  have a  high apparent.velocity  of

about  9 kmlsec and  the  later phase arriving

1-3 sec'later  has a  normal  apparent  velocity

of  about  8kmtsec  in central  Shikoku for

e'arthquakes  that  occurred  west'  of  Shi;

koku･(see  SHioNo, 1974)..SHioNo (1974)
has shown  the existence  of  high velocity

layer under  Shikoku and  the  absence  Qf

the layer under  the  northern  Kii Channel,

by using  travel times  of  seismic  waves  gene-
rated  by subcrustal  earthquakes  that  oc-

curted  in the  Bungo  Channel, especia],ly  by

using  travel  times  of  later phase with  ap-

parent velocity  of  about  4.6km/sec which

were'  interpreted as S-wave  converted  from

P-wave  at  the  edge  of  the  high velocity  layer

eastern  Shikoku. '
 ･

  IKAMi and  ITo (1974) have ascertained
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  the existence  of  a  high-Q zone  in the  Outer

  Zone  of  Southwest  Japan from  the  consi-

  deratien of  the  observational  fact that  the

  seiSmic  waves travelled  frorn SouthwestJapan

  to 
-Inuyama

 Microearthquake Observatory

  (IN, U)  in western  Chubu  District were  less

  attenuated  tha.n those  from other  regions  in

  and  near  Japari. This high-Q zone  was

  :?nlCfittifoob. I, 
the

 
cletectability

 
of

 
earthquake

    Spatial' extent  of  the  high  velocity  Iayer

  and  high-9  zone  is approximately  similar

  to ･that of  subcrustal  seismic  activity.  The

  h'igh velocity  layer and  the  high-Q zone

  can  be interpreted as  suggesting  directly

  that  the  underthrusting  slab  exists  under

  SouthwestJapan.

  4 Shape  of  the  underthrusting  slab  of

     the  Phili,ppine Sea plate

    The  shape  of  the. underthrusting  slab  of

  the  Philippine Sea plate has been  derived

  and  shown  in Figs. 9 and  10, chiefiy  on  the

  distribution of  subcrustal  earthquakes  and

  th ¢  high velocity  layer (see SHioNe, 1974).

  IKAMi and  ITo ･(1974) have  inferred, ･inde-

  pendently, the location ef  the leading edge

  of  the underthrusting  slab  is chiefiy  based

  on  the spatial  extent  of  the  high-Q. zone

  and  subcrustal  ¢ arthquakcs.  The  results  of

  both authors  are,  in general, similar.  
'

    The  convex  notch  around  the  Kii Chan-

  nel  was  supported  by  travel  time  analyses  ef

  the  converted  S-waves with  an  apparent

  velocity  of  about  4.6 kmlsec  (SinoNo, l974).

  The  leading edge  may  penetrate further

  inland arQu'nd  the border between Kinki

  and  Chubu  Districts, because earthquakes

  with  depths and  fault plane solutions  similar

  to subcrustal  earthquakes  have been found

  around  the  region  east  of  Lake Biwa  (OoiDA
  and  ITo, 1974, fbr example).  Tt may  be

  sure  that the leading edge  under  eastern

  Shikoku remains  in the southern  side  of  the

  MTL  because activity  of  subcrustal  earth-
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quakes are  confined  withm  the  southern

side  (OKANo et  at.,  1978) and'  also  because
the  high-Q  zone  exists  only  in the  southern

side  of  the  MTL  (IKAMi and  ITo, 1974).
It is probably certain  that the  leading edge

intersects somewhere  under  western  Shi-

koku, as  subcrustal  earthquakes  are  active

under  Iyonada north  of  the MTL  (see Figs.

2b and  5).

   Diseussion on  Fault Mevements

              along  MTL

  In the  present section,  we  will  discuss the
nature  of  fault movements  along  the  MTL

on･the  basis of  the  decoulping hypothesis

proposed  by FiTcH  (1972).
I Decuplinghypothesis  .

  FiTaH (1972) proposed  a  model  explain-

ing strike-slip  faulting in the region  of  ob-

lique plate convergence  i.e. decoupling hy-

pothesis. When  the oceanic  plate converges

Three-dimentional i!lustration representing  the spatial  rclation  among  the  continental  margin,

thc underthrusting  Philippine Sea plate and  the  MTL.  The  MTL  segments  of  high and  low
activity  are  shown  by solid and  broken lines, respectively.  The  thick  arrow  represents  the  direc-
tion of relative  motion  of  the Philippine Sea plate against  the Asian ?late.
                                           '
 '
               - ･ ･ +

obliquely  to the plate margm,  the  horizon-

tal shear  is generated in the  continental

margin.  If the  vertical  zone  of  weakness

pre-exists with  the strike  parallel to the p!ate
margin  in the continental  rnargin,  horizontal

shear  concentrates  in the  pre-existing zone

ef  weakness  more  eflbctively  than  on  the

inclined interface between the  underthrust-

ing and  the  continental  plates. As the

rcsult,  a portion of  this horizontal shear  is

easiiy  released  by strike-slip  movements

along  the  vertical  fault, and  the remaining

stress is released  by thrusting along  the in-
tenhce.  FiTcH  (1972) showed  that  this

hypothesis is favored in many  real  situations

such  as  in western  Sunda  and  Philippines. 'Although
 he mentioned  the MTL,  too, it

will  be necessary  to modify  the  hypothesis
in order  to explain  relatively  complex  na-

tures  of  recent  fault movements  along  the

MTL.
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2 Application to  MTL  ,

  Figs. 9 and  10 show  a  spatial  relation

betwee,n the  MTL  and  the underthrusting

slab  of  the  Philippine Sea plate. The  fbllw-
ing relations  are  apparent;

  1. Around  the active  segment  of  the

 ,MTL  from the  western  Kii Peninsula to

  central  Shikoku, the leading edge  of  the

  underthrusting  slab  still remains  in the

  outer  side  of  the  MTL.                            '

  2. Around  the  segments  of  low activity

  in the regiens  east  of  the  central  Kii Penin-

       
       tors

       
enoCPTn

                                '

      Caser  Case  rr

  MTL  NT  
MTL,

 NT

x@ e v

 decoupling

Fig. 10. Schematica! diagrams showing  the spatial

      relation  between the  underthrusting  plate

      and  the  MTL.  Upper;  spatial  relation

      between  the  horizontal projection of  thc

      leading edge  of  the  underthrusting  slab  (a
      thick  solid  line) and  the  MTL.  The  MTL

      segments  of  high and  low activity  are  givcn

      by  solid  and  broken ]ines, rospectively.

      Directions (arrows) and  rates  (numerals)
      of  relative  motion  between the continental

      Asian and  the oceanic  Philippine Sea

      plates are  taken  from  SENo (1977). Lower;

      idealized cross sections  for case  I where

      the  leading edge  remains  in the  outer

      bolck and  for case  II where  the  leading

      edge  extends  to the inner side  across  the

      MTL.  CasesIand  II correspond  to high

      and  low faulting activity  along thc MTL,

      respectively,  because the outer  continental

      block easily  decouples from  the  inner one
      along the  MTL  as  in case  I, but hardly

      decouples in case  II.
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    sula  and  west  ef  western  Shikoku, the

    leading edge  extends  to the  inner side  of

    the  MTL.

    As the  MTL  has a  complex  displacc-

  ment  history that  began at  least in the  Late

  Mesozoic (see IcHiKAwA, 1980), it may  be

  reasonable  to consider  that wide  sheared

  zone  has been built up  in depth so  as  to

  penetrate through  the  continental  plate.

  Therefore, it is a reasonable  assumption  that

  the  MTL  can  act  as  the  pre-existing zone  of

  weakness  conductive  to  horizontal shear  due

  to oblique  convergence.  Then, the contrast

  ef  faulting along  the  MTL  as  mentioned

  above  can  be explained  as  fo11ows; 
'

  . Case I. The  leading edge  does not  reach

  the  MTL  but remains  within  the  outer

  block; strike  slip  movements  easily  occur  in

  the  right-lateral  sense  in Qrder  to release

  horizontal shear  due to oblique  convergence

  because,the euter  block can  be decoupled

  from the  inner one  along  the  MTL.  Case

  II. The  leading edge  extends  to the  inner

  side  across  the  MTL;  strike  slip  movements

  hardly occur  because the  underthrusting

  slab  is in contact  with  both the  inner and

  outer  blocks so  that  the  outer  block can  not

  move  independently from the  inner one.

    The  idea may  not  be applicable  to the

  MTL  in Kyushu, because the MTL  is nearIY

  normal  to the  direction of  plate convergence,

  and  therefore,  concentration  of  horizontal

  shear  becomes too  small  to produce a  large

  amount  of  strike-slip  movements  along  the

  MTL.  Low  activity  may  be explained  by

  low concentration  of  horizontal shear.

    The  above  model  suggests  that the slip

  rate  along  the  MTL  may  be considerably

  lower even  in the  active  segment  than  the

  case  of  complete  decoupling. Because  the

  active  segment  accompanies  on  both sides  in

  the  segments  of  low activity  where  decoupl-

  ing hardly occurs,  the  whole  outer  block

  cannot  move  freely as  a  rigid  body, but
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only  srriall  portion of  the horizontal shear
'can

 be released  by an  internal deformation
ofthe  outer  block. This idea is consistent

with  the'observational  fact that  the  slip

rate  ofrecent  strike-slip  movement  in central

Shikoku (5-10mni/yr; OKADA,  1970) and

in the  western  Kii Peninsula (1-2.8 mmfyr;

OKADA  and  SANGAwA,  1978) is lower by

about  one  order  of  magnitude  than  the

converging  rate  along  the Nankai  trough

<3.3-4.8 cmfyr;  SENo, l977).

S Additional  remarks

  Ih addition  to the  basic characteristics  of

recent  rnovements  along  the MTL,  the  pre-
sent  modcl  may  be able  to  present a  possible
explanation  to the twe  features as  fo11ows:

  SANaAWA  and  OKADA  (1977) fbund that

faulting along  the MTL'in  the  central  Kii

?eninsula was  active  in the early  Quater-
nary  Period and  became inactive in'the

late QLuaternary Peroid. This termination

of'faulting, activity  may  be explained  by an

'idea
 that  the  active  segment  corresponding

to Case I became inactive one  corresponding
'to

 the Case II resulted  from the progress of

the 
'leading

 edge  of'the  underthrusting

Philippine Sea  plate, 
'
 

'

･･ The  Butsuzo  Tectonic Line which  runs

in about  50 km  outside  is a  major  tectonic

line in Seuthwest Japan,･ nearly  co'mparable

with  the  MTL.  Although  the Butsuzo

Tectonic Line may  be considered  to con-

centrate  the  horizontal shear  as  a  pre-existing
zone  of  weakness  in the same  manner  as

the  MTL,  recent  activity  there  has not  been

remarkable.  This contrast  to' the MTL

rnay  be cxplained  by an  idea that  the  situa-

tion  always  corresponds  to  Case  II, because

the  Butsuzo I'ectonic Line lies in much

euter  side.

  The  present model  can  explain  to'some

extent  some  basic problems regarding  the

recent  movements  along  the MTL  on  the

basis･ of  the shape  of  the underthrusting  slab

sHroNe

of  the Philippine Sea plate. However, the

above  discussions are  confined  to recent

ages  when  the presumed situation  might not

change  significantly,'say  a  few hundred

thousand  years. The model  expects  that

fault rnovements  would  have spread  aver

whole  segment  of  the MTL  when  the

Philippine Sea plate began to underthrust

a  few millions  years ,ago.  However,' field

evidence  suggesting  that  movements  were

then  active,  have  not  been  found along  the

MTL  in the eastern  Kii Peninsula except

fbr SANGAwA  and.OKADA  (!977)'s frag-

mental  o'bservation..-'  Thercfore,, there  still

remain  some  problerhs on  the  eMciency  of

the  present medel  for geologic past,

  In order  to progress discussionl it will

be important  to make  c}ear  the',history of

plate ednv6rgence fropa･its initiatien to the

present.
1, Following two  data may  be significant.

One  is the  irregular shape  of  the  slab (see
Fig. 10). The  other  is NAKANism's (l979)
discovery of  aseismic  slab.  He  found a

remarkable  phase arriving  5-6sec  ･early

beofre the scs phase in seismographs'  at

Shiraki Microearth9uake Obseryatory (SHK),
and  identified it as  a  ScSp  phase whlch

were  converted  from  ScS at  the  Iayer of

velocity  contrast  ab6ut  50km  beheath the

station  SHK.  He  stiggested  a  

'possibility
 that

the  underthrusting  slab  penetrateg much  more

inland than  that presumed in the  present

goamPeprietaelltyhOaUbgsentSUtbhCerrUeitaiearthquakesare
2. As above  phenomena  are  hardly ex-

plained if we  assume  that  the oceanic  plate
began to  underthrust  ngwly  along  the

inactive Margin,  the  foIlowing idea may  be

possible; .The  slab  which  had  underthrusted

at  the  previous cycle  of  the  plate convergence

stopped  its movement,  and  was  aflected  by
thermal  assimilation  of  surrounding  upper

mantle  for some  time, say  less than  ten
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millions  years since  the cycle  ceased,  but did

not  completely  assimilate  with  the  upper

mantle  when  the  present'cycle of  plate con-

vergence  began.

3. The  present slab  consists  of  ngt  only  the

newly  underthrusting  part but alse the  unas-

similated  old  one  and,  therefore, the lower

part has an  irregular shape  representing  local

variation  in degcee of  thermal  assimilation,

suggesting  that the spatial relation  between

the  MTL  and  the  underthrusting  slab  was

already  determined at  the beginning. How-

ever,  qs this idea is very  sPeculative  and  is

not  more  than  one  of  the  possible explana-

tiorrs, the  validity  is open  to future discus-
 +slons.

              '

  Summary  and  Aeknowledgements

  The  Present paper discusses scismicity

and  tectonic  stress  in r61ation  to the  MTL

based on  data providcd by many  authors

including the present writer,  and  later pre-
sents  a  simple  mQdel  explaining  some  basic

features of  recent  faulting activity  along  the

MTL,  based on  the shape  of  the underthrust-

ing slab  ef  the Philippine Sea plate. The

results  are  summarized  as  follows;

  1. Historical records  for about  1,OOO

years suggests  that  a  seismicity  gap  of  des-

tructive  earthquakes  exists  along  the  active

segment  of  the  MTL.

  2. 0bservational facts that  (I) tectonic

creep  has not  yet been found along  the  active

segrnent  of  the MTL  and  (2) magnitudes

of  crustal  earthquakes  around  the active

segment  are  small  in spite  of  the high activity

suggest  that  the seisrnicity  gap  of  destruc-

tive earthquakes,should  be recognized  as  a

likely site of  future large earthquakes.

  3. Active scgment  of  the  MTL  forms, in

a  broad sense,  a  boundary between the

seismically  active  area  in the  south  and  the

aseismic  area  in the  north.  
'

  4. Tectonic compressive  stress  now  acts
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  around  the  region  of  the  active  segment  6f

  the  MTL  in,the direction ranging  from the

  east-west  to the  northwest-southeast,  con-

  sisting  with  the right-Iateral  strike-slip fault-

  ing.

    5. Based on  spatial  distribution of  sub-

  crustal  earthquakes,  the high velocity  layer

  and  high-Q  zone,  the shape  of  the under-

  thrusting  slab  is outlined  under  thewhole  pf
  Southwest Japan･
    6. Spatial relations  that (l) areund  the

  active  segment  of  the  MTL,  the  leading

  edge  ofthe  underthrusting  slab  still rernains  in

  the  southern  side  ofthe  MTL  and  (2) arouncl

  the segments  of  low  activity,  the  leading

  edge  extends  to the  inner side  acress  the

  MTL  are  explained  in terms of  decoupling

  of  the outer  block from the  inner along  the

  MTL.

   .This  paper refers  to the  results  by many

  seismologists  and  geologists. I am  very

  gratefu1 to the  Wakayama  Microearthquake

  Observatory, the  Earthquake Research In-

  stitute  of  University of  Tokyo and  the  Kochi

  Earthquake Observatory of  Kochi  Uni-

  versity  that kindly provided  lists of  hypo-

  center  coordinates  in the  Kii Peninsu'la and

  Shikoku, respectively.  I wish  to thank  Pro-

  fessor K. HuziTA, Dr. WADATsuMi  and  coll-

  aborators  of  the  laboratory for their  sugges-

  tiQns from a  geologic viewpoint.  I would

  like to express  my  appreciation  to, Profes-

  sors  T. MiKuMo  and  Y. KrsmMoTo  and  Dr,

  K. OiKE  helpfu1 suggestions  on  a  series  of

  my  investigations on  subcrustal  earthquakes

  in Southwest Japan. Calculations included

  were  made  at  the  Computer  aenter of  Osaka

  City University and  by  the  YHP  9830  Per-

  sonal  Computer  at  the  laboratory.･
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西 南 日 本 に お け る 中 央 構 造 線 の 地 震 学 的 研 究

塩　　野

（要

　西南目本の 地殻内地震及び地殻下地震の テ ク トニ
ッ ク

な意味を ， 特に中央構造線 （MTL ）沿 い の 断 層 運 動 と

の 関係に お いて 議論 した，

　MTL 沿 い の 断層運動 の 活発 な部分 （紀伊半島西部〜

四国中部）で は ， 地殻内に おける ， 小 又 は微 小地 震の 活

動が活発 で あり ，
MTL は ， 広い 意味で ， 南側 の地震活

動域 と北側の 低活動域の 間の境界とな っ て い る．こ れ ら

の小地震に よ っ て 解放 さ れ る歪 は，小規模なもの で あ る

た め ，
MTL の 断層運動が活発な部分の ま わ りに ， 過 去

1，000年 の 閤に 大地震が発生 して い な い事実は ， 近 い 将

来における大地震 の 発生を示す 「地震の 空 白域」 と し

て ，認識されるべ きで あろう．

　地殻下地震 の 分布や地震波高速度層の 分布から ， high

・Q 　zene の 分布 を 参考 しつ つ ，南海 ト ラ フ か らもぐり

こ ん で い る フ ィ リピ ン 海プ レ ートの 形を推 定 した．そ

の 形は，MTL の 断層運動と密接な関係があり，  断

層運動の 活発な 所で は ，も ぐり こ む プ レ
ー

トの の 先 端

は ， MTL の 外側に ある ，  断層運 動が不活発な 所で

は，プ レ
ートの先端 は，MTL の 下を横 切 っ て 内側 ま

で の びて い る とい う見かけ上 の 位置関係が み られ る，こ

の 関係は ，
MTL よ り外側 の 大陸プ レ ートが MTL 沿い

に ， 内側の プ レートから decoupleするか，又は ，　 de・

couple しな い かとい う関係に お きかえ て 説明する こ と

がで きた．
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Arirna−Takatsuk三Tectonic　 Line

　　線

Atera　fault　 阿寺断層

Atotsugawa　fau！t　 跡津川断層

Bungo 　Channel 　earthquake

Butsuze　Tectonic　Line

有馬
一
高槻構造

　　 豊 後水道地震

仏像構造線

清　　治

旨）

Fukozu　fau！t　　深溝断層

Fukui　earthquake 　 福井地震

Hanaore−Katada　fault　 花折
・堅 田断層

Hashirnoto　 橋本

Iga−Ueno 　earthquake 　 伊賀上 野地震

Inuyama　Microearthquake 　Observatory　 犬山微

　　小地震観測所

Lake 　Biwa 　 琵琶湖

Kochi 　Earthquake　Observatory

Mino−Owari　 美濃 ・尾張

Mlkawa　 earthquake 　 三 河地震

Mitoke　fault　 三峠断層

Nankaido　 earthquake

Neodani　 fault　　　根尾谷断層

Nobi　earthquake 　 濃尾地震

North　Tango　earthquake

Okuyoshino　 奥青野

Sada−Misaki　Peninsula

高知地震観測所

南海道地震

北丹後地 震

　　　　　　　　　　　　佐 田 岬半島

Shiraki　Microearthquake 　Obqervatory

　　地震観測所

Tonankai 　earthquake 　　東南海地震

Tottori　earthquake 　 鳥取地震

白木微小

Wakayama −Bisho−JiShin−Kansokusho−Kiho　 和歌

　　山微小地震観測所季報

Wakayama　Microearthquake 　 Observatery　 和 歌

　　 山微小地震観測所

Yamasaki　fault　　山崎断層

Yanagase　fault　 柳瀬断層

Yosh洫 o 　earthquake 　 吉野地震

Yoshioka−Shikano　fault　 吉岡 ・鹿野断層

Zenkoj量earthquake 　 善光寺地震
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